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ou may have realized by the cover photo that Frank
Allaire, a long time member (he joined about 1992),
passed away May 19th. He was a kind, generous, affable
man, an excellent woodworker (to us), and a devoted and doting husband, parent, grandfather and great grandfather. In the
case of the Long Island Woodworkers, these two rolls sometimes, uh, dovetailed.

Y

In the earlier days of the show, and later, when we rented the
enormous Hofstra basketball arena, the Exhibits Committee
always worried about filling the space. Frank Allaire probably
didn’t understand that kind of worry, since he knew he made
about a million toys a month for his children, grandchildren
and great grandchildren (and likely nieces, nephews, neighbors,
and anyone else who needed them). He always made and
brought them by the truckload, and at the last minute, the
space was always filled. Some of the photos enclosed shows the
breadth and quality of his fine work.
He also pushed the members to assist him in one of our stated
goals: Education. He got many of us to help him teach kids
woodworking at the Prince of Peace school…the highlights of
which were both having the members take the kids step by step
through various stages of a project, including dovetails, and
having those wonderful results on display at our Shows. He will
be missed, and the least of the reason to miss this fine man was
his sensational woodworking.

ANNUAL PICNIC

Next meeting
Wednesday June 4th
6 PM (EARLY TIME)
Brush Barn

Adults $10.00, children under 12 years
$5.00, free under 5 years, max family $30.00.
Price includes cone from Mr. Softee.

Our annual picnic

6 PM
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SECRETARY’S NOTES

JOE BOTTIGLIERE

irst Let me start out by apologizing for the lack of content and literary artistry you are accustomed to from our
secretary Jim Heick. He, unfortunately, was unable to make the May meeting. So you are stuck reading the
minutes taken by me.

F

Mike opened the meeting asking for new members. The crowd pleasantly acknowledged Glenn Boasi and Ned
Gschwin. (Please excuse my spelling.)
SHOW & TELL WAS NEXT.
Bob Wood Showed off his newly made table saw jigs. These were devises he adapted from Ian Kirby’s designs from
the book: “The Accurate Table Saw”. Now that Bob is retired, he has the time to get in the shop and make things.
Jim Brown showed his new chisel box with hand cut dovetails. The material was walnut scraps and spalted maple
veneer. Jim cut the veneer himself with logs from his firewood pile using the band saw jig he built a while back.
Gene Kelly offered his plans and use of his “tooling” to anyone contributing to Toys-for-Tots.
Frank Pace proudly showed off his personally made turning saw. The kit for the saw was purchased from Tools for
Working Wood in Brooklyn.
Next, Steve Eckers spoke for the Toy-for-Tots group. They will be meeting at Matt Stern’s house to work on toys.
(Dates and times not recorded.)
THE SIGS THEN PRESENTED THEIR SPIEL:
Joe Pascucci reported that the Scrollers will be hosting the renowned Bob Crane (not that Bob Crane) at their next
meeting.
Bob Urso covered for the Turners. He informed everyone about Hal Usher’s upcoming demonstration on turning
natural-edged bowls.
Richie Zimmerman was quick and to the point for the Carvers. Their meeting will be held in the usual location on
the last Thursday of the month. They will be carving.
Bob Schendorf announced with great anticipation the upcoming meeting of the Cabinetmakers. They will be covering Bob’s personal favorite: dovetails. He also mentioned their recent seminar with Ried Hunseld on chair-making.
The event was professionally filmed and should be available soon on YouTube.
NOW BACK TO MIKE. The June picnic will be held … well, in June, 6:00 PM: an hour earlier so we can hopefully
fool any precipitation from arriving on time. The plan is to have an informal discussion on working with the new
website (and still keep your food down).
Mike made a call to service asking for volunteers for the annual July Round Robin. Any new tool; any technique; any
jig; anything that you would like to share. We would like some new blood to help out. No need to be shy. You know
everyone here.
OUR EXHIBIT WILL BE THE SAME WEEKEND AS LAST YEAR ONLY A YEAR LATER.

Finally, Charlie James. Not to be outdone by previous demonstrations, Charlie continued with his typical adeptness
and dexterity at showing us all just how easy it could really be (if you are as good as he). He began showing his homemade pen-vise (used for drilling pen blanks) made from an old machinist’s vise. The rest is a blur as I was too involved
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in listening and watching to remember to take notes. (I warned you.) I do recall the self-made inlay tool (more commonly known as a scratch stock). Charlie fashioned it out of some scrap curly maple, brass and a piece of an old band
saw blade. This included shaping the cutter and using the tool. He went on to show the inlayed vanity top he has
been working on for the past eight years. And included how individual pieces of veneer used in that piece have been
collected from his and his wife’s travels. There were other similar tools and scrapers that Charlie fabricated and
demonstrated for us as well as some sharpening techniques. As expected, he remains quite entertaining. But these are
minutes and not a commentary so please disregard those last remarks.
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OF

FRANK ALLAIRE’S WORK
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BARRY SALTSBERG

LI CABINETMAKERS

he meeting started at 7:15, following an informal show & tell and shmooze time. There were 25 members
present, including new member Justin Matranga.

T

The July meeting / picnic will be at Harrys yard, located at 92 Manor Rd in Huntington on Saturday, July 12 from
10:30 to ?.
The lucky raffle winners were Larry Wagner and Ben Nawrath.
The remainder of the meeting was a working session on hand-cut dovetails. Rich Macrae, Jim Brown and Charlie
Moorehouse (our dovetail masters) demo’d to small groups. Then, the novice dovetailers tried it, helped by those who
had done a dovetail or two before.
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JOE REARDON

LISA

Photos of acclaimed
puzzle maker
Bob Crane
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THE BURN BARREL

BOB SCHENDORF

TAKE MY WIFE…PLEASE!
So, a Priest, a Minister and a Rabbi walk into a wood shop……No this can’t end well for me.
Ok, a Polish guy, an Italian guy and an Irish guy are on a plane going to a woodworking show, when the pilot suddenly jumps out of the cockpit and says;…… Where the hell was I going with that one?
The other day someone asked me; “What’s the most used piece of equipment in your shop?” Without missing a beat
I said; “In this shop, with all of us middle aged men? The toilet!”
I guess I’m not the master of segue that I thought I was. I wanted to do an article about shop cleanliness, and I can’t
seem to make it funny. Perhaps I peaked with: “The gravity push system” that I wrote about a couple of years ago.
Or maybe, I didn’t really want to write about shop cleanliness. Maybe, just maybe, I decided to write about shop
cleanliness because my “work husband”, Harry wanted me too, and real spouse or work spouse, sometimes you just
have to do things to keep them happy. Or just to get them off your back.
You see, the thing about Harry, is, that he is a clean freak, and me, well not so much.
I guess he didn’t realize that I owned a woodworking shop when he suggested that we look at the new place together, and maybe split the rent. Perhaps, when he came to see me in my former shops, he was so thrilled to see me that
he never noticed the inches of sawdust and shavings he had to wade through to come over and shake my hand.
Or maybe he told me right from the start, that I had to keep my shop neat, and I conveniently forgot that part of
the story. I can’t remember which, but the point is he’s a clean freak.
Did I mention that Harry is in the lumber business? You know, that business where you take big round logs, cut them
with a huge saw into individual boards, store them outside for umpteen months and then drive them to the shop in
an open truck. How clean do you think those puppies are when they enter his not so little fortress of solitude?
When Harry travels, we keep in touch by phone, like all good couples do. My biggest concern is; when is he coming back? Not because I miss him. But because when he shows up the first morning after being away for a couple of
days, with an, extra Grande, Grande double caffeinated, super silly sounding named, seven dollar coffee, you can see
the wild look in his eyes. No matter how much business we did while he was gone, no matter how much we straightened up before he got back, in his eyes, the place looks like Berlin after the Allies got done with it! And he can’t stand
it! He goes into the corner and straps on his seventeen horse power leaf blower and fires that mother up!
Suddenly, all of his complaints about the noise and the dust we make get blown out the front door at about forty
knots. Your ability to hear disappears with the whine of that machine bouncing off sixteen foot ceilings and cinder
block walls. You instinctively hit the floor and crawl towards the garage door which is now completely obliterated
by clouds of swirling dust kicked up by the monster strapped to his back, all the time choking and gasping for air,
trying to bargain with your maker that if “you just save me from all of these exhaust fumes, I’ll never ever….”
And then it’s over…..when the dust finally settles, and you realize you’ve made it, you’re going to see your family
again! You crawl out of whatever tiny crevasse you managed to squeeze your fat ass into. You don’t stand up right
away, you just kind of lay there. The air gradually becomes inhalable again. There is an eerie stillness, no noise, just
the sound of grown men sobbing like children.
The air continues to clear, your hearing starts to return although you mostly hear ringing, but after what you have
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just been through you’re grateful for that. You wipe what seems like pounds of dust from your eyes, and lift your
head, expecting to see sun light where the roof used to be, and then you see him. Perched atop a log, hands on his
hips, triumphantly surveying all that is his. He turns slowly, deliberately from side to side, ensuring that his victory
is a complete one. He slowly turns all of the way around to see…. He left the show room door open, and our pristine showplace is now a dust bowl!
But I can’t come up with any funny stories about shop cleanliness, so let me just say this. The dirty dog is right.
In my former places, you could tell when things were too messy. Clients would literally stand as close to the front
door as possible. Now that we are conscientious about keeping the place clean, clients have no qualms about going
anywhere in the shop, which turns out is great for business, because they will gladly follow you all of the way to the
back to see what pieces we are working on and how well they are made. Which of course results in more sales.
Me? I’m still struggling with my inner “Oscar”. But I am getting better. Now, upon completion of a messy procedure, I habitually grab a broom and sweep. I don’t really sweep it up, I just kind of sweep my dust into somebody
else’s dust pile and hope they won’t notice, but hey, slow progress is still progress in my book.

TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

APRIL MINUTES
The April turners meeting started at 7PM and was led by President Steve Fulgoni.
If you are panning on attending the Pheonix symposium please contact Steve. Flights are being arranged now so
maybe people can travel together
The chapter challenge for next month is to make a pen and pencil set, not just a pen, but a pencil too in a set.
Steve brought in quite a few rough turned bowl blanks from Bob Brady. Bob was a founding member of the Dix
Hills turning club who passed away recently. The chapter challenge for June is to take one of those blanks and finish
it. We will take pictures of you and your bowl for a tribute picture album both clubs will be giving to Bob’s family
Steve Costello and Mike Luciano will be holding a segmented bowl class on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10AM
through 2PM contact Steve if you are interested.
There will also be a Freedom Pen turning fest at Steve Costello’s house and at the art league. These pens will be donated to servicemen overseas. More info will follow.
Tonight’s meeting is on finishing rough turned bowls. Steve Fulgoni was the demonstrator
If you’re turning green wood bowls it is best to rough turn them and then let them dry before final turning. The
rule of thumb for this is leave the bowls 10% of the bowl diameter. In other words a 10” bowl should be 1” thick
when rough turned. To help prevent the bowl from cracking as it dries, make sure the thickness is even over the entire
bowl. Leaving it thicker in places will cause cracks.
When rough turning make sure you always leave a center point marked by a drive center. This way when you
remount them, you have a perfect center point to start from. Rough turned bowls will warp, but the center point
always stays at the center.
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To start finish turning start between centers (using that center point) and recut a tenon on the bottom. Finish turn
as much of the outside as you can. You can also use cole jaws to turn the tenon and parts of the outside.
Reverse chuck the bowl and turn the inside.
The best way to finish the bowl is to create a jam chuck out of a board and a face plate. Place the bowl into the jam
chuck hold in place with the tail stock and using light cuts re-turn the outside and bottom of the bowl. Use a push
cut to get the best tool finish possible. Run the cut from the bottom of the bowl right up to the top and into the jam
chuck
Donut chucks also work well to finish the bottom of a bowl or if you have one, a vacuum chuck.
The bowl when turning like this is very stable and will not warp. (As long as it was dry when finished turned)
May Minutes
The May turners meeting started at 7PM and was led by President Steve Fulgoni.
If you are panning on attending the Pheonix symposium please contact Steve. Flights are being arranged now so
maybe people can travel together
The chapter challenge for next month is to bring in your Bob Brady Bowls so we can take pictures for the photo
album we are giving to Bob's family.
Next month's meeting will be a round table session where we have questions and (hopefully!) answers. Please bring
in your problem pieces and questions to the meeting.
The Freedom Pen turning fest is taking shape. These pens will be donated to servicemen overseas. Right now it looks
like either May 31st or June 7th will be the date(s) for the turning. We have the shop at PJ Gelinas Jr. High School
available on those dates. The address for the school is 25 Mud Road, Setauket NY 11733. The school has 4 lathes in
the shop. If you can bring your lathe or turn pens at home. All participation will be very much appreciated. We have
300 blanks for the pens. The mechanisms are still to come but are being worked on.
There was some talk of plastic bushings you can get at Woodturningz, Craft Supply, woodcraft. These bushing are
great if you use super glue as a pen finish. The glue does not stick to the plastic.
Tonights presentation was given by Hal Usher. As Hal filled in at the last minute, he titled this as "What ever Hal
wants to present"
The first item Hal demonstrated was Egg cups.
He uses shop scraps to make them. Start with a 2-3" blank and turn it round. Hal prefers to use a carbide tool for
the roughing and a negative rake scraper for the final cuts before sanding.
Hollow the end out to fit an egg. Becareful not to make the hole too large or the egg will move around too much.
Turn the base keeping in mind the hollowed part so you don't go through the wall. Sand and part off. Hal has been
making these with his daughters. He starts with a long blank and keeps turning them out.
The second demonstration was on votive candle holders
Hal also likes to use scrap pieces for this. He started with holding the blank in the headstock with a Big Bite spur
drive installed in a chuck. The tail stock is brought up and pressed in to the spur drive is seated.
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Hal rounded the blank using a carbide tool and again used a negative rake scraper for the final cuts on the outside.
He cut a tenon on the bottom so it could be reversed.
Reverse chuck it, and bore a hole in the center for the candle. You can use a glass insert or just the candle. Cut the
hole size accordingly. He used a parting tool and bow gouge to hollow the candle hole.
To finish the bottom he would use a vacuum chuck.
The last demonstration was a natural edge bowl. Hal took a class a few years ago with David Ellsworth.
Hal had previously cut through the bark in a line so that the big bite spur drive had something solid to hold into.
(He did this with a Chainsaw) With the tail stock in place, turn the outside and a bottom tenon.
Reverse chuck the blank and start to hollow it out about 1" deep leaving the center for the tail stock. This is done
with a bowl gouge. The blank should be close to balanced now so remove the tail stock, and turn away the center
post.
Normally when starting to hollow a bowl you start at the edge with a bowl gouge and have the flute turned towards
the center of the bowl. This prevents the tool from skating across the wood. David's tip for Natural edge bowls only.
Is to bring the tool into the wood with the flute facing up. This method allows more control as you turn through
the bark. As the tool runs into the wood, rotate it so the flute faces in and ride the bevel. Work your way in leaving
as much in the center as you can. The more mass you have the less the bowl will vibrate. Once the outer edge is finished you can't go back so finish and sand as you go. To turn the bottom use a bowl gouge or as Hal did use a negative rake scraper. Hal would also use a vacuum chuck to finish the bottom
Don't forget to bring in your Bob Brady bowls so Steve can take pictures!!!
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

CHARLIE JAMES

fter touring the woodworking facilities at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard we were all quite tired and
needed some rest and nourishment. The pick of the
day was Pies and Thighs in Williamsburg, Brooklyn at the
foot of the Williamsburg bridge. Yes, that Williamsburg...it
once had a reputation as a place that supported many illegal activities. Well, that Williamsburg is long gone. We all
sat at a communal table and started with beer for some,
coffee and iced tea for others. The food was very, very
good. It has a Southern flair, breakfast specials such as eggs
and grits, waffles and fried chicken or the lunch menu
choices like biscuits and gravy maybe some pulled pork
with sides of coleslaw. Of course, you can't eat here without a piece of their home made pies for dessert! Service was very prompt and friendly 4 out of 5 Flannels, if it was
closer to home it would've been 5....

A

The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
If you have an item or series of items you would like listed, just email the editor at:
darylmros@gmail.com
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